Abstract-Among the various CMOS logic families, PTL has been recognized as one of the potential alternatives to static CMOS for the synthesis of high performance and low power circuits. Moreover, as BDDs can be readily mapped to PTL circuits, use of BDDs has been synonymous with the synthesis of PTL circuits. Most of the reported works on PTL synthesis are based on the Reduced Ordered BDDs (ROBDDs). We have developed a novel heuristic-based technique for obtaining Reduced Unordered BDDs (RUBDDs), which leads to circuits of smaller size having lesser delay and smaller power consumption compared to the existing results. We propose the technology mapping using the popular LEAP-like cells, such that the PTL circuit synthesis flow has the same flavor as that of the standard cell-based static CMOS circuit synthesis. We have also developed models for the estimation of delay and power consumption of the synthesized PTL circuits and compared those with the static CMOS and other existing PTL-based circuit realizations.
I Introduction
In recent years, static CMOS has emerged as the technology of choice for VLSI circuit realization, because of the ease of design, robustness, scalability and other advantages that this logic style offers. But, static CMOS uses both pMOS and nMOS transistor networks, taking larger area, incurring more delay and higher power dissipation. As a consequence, in the present era of sub-micron technology, driven by the need for low power and high performance, researchers are looking for better alternatives. Recent studies [1] - [4] show that pass transistor logic (PTL) circuits provide superior performance in terms of area, delay and power. However, PTL circuits have some inherent limitations, such as threshold voltage drop across pass transistors, possibility of sneak paths and higher delay for cascaded pass transistors. While synthesizing PTL circuits, care should be taken to overcome these limitations.
Although PTL is a promising alternative to static CMOS, it demands for a radically different logic synthesis approach. It has been observed that binary decision diagram (BDD) representation of a logic function can be readily mapped onto a PTL network. Moreover, BDD-based synthesis avoids some of the limitations mentioned above. This has made BDD-based approach very attractive for the synthesis of PTL circuits. In earlier works [1] and [5] , BDDs of the complete functions called monolithic BDDs, were constructed before technology mapping on PTL cells. The size of the monolithic BDDs grow exponentially with the number of input variables of the functions, making the approach unsuitable for functions of large number of variables, which is common in presentday VLSI circuits. Decomposed-BDD approach [2] has been proposed to overcome this problem. In decomposed-BDD approach, instead of creating a single big monolithic BDD, compact BDDs in terms of intermediate variables are constructed. These smaller BDDs can be optimized with ease and the approach allows synthesis of any arbitrary function with large number of variables. Liu et al. [3] and Chaudhury et al. [4] have proposed performance-oriented and areaoriented optimization techniques based on the decomposed BDDs.
In this paper, we have also used decomposed BDDs for PTL circuits synthesis. In addition to using decomposed BDDs, we have used a new heuristic, based on ratio parameters (RP), for optimal variable ordering. The concept of RP was used earlier [6] , [7] for the synthesis of multiplexer-based circuits. The RP-based heuristic helps in obtaining BDDs with smaller number of nodes. However, BDDs generated by this approach may not have the same ordering of variables at the same level along different paths. These BDDs may be termed as Reduced Unordered BDDs (RUBDDs), in contrast to Reduced Ordered BDDs (ROBDDs) commonly used in the existing approaches. As the size of BDDs is more important than the same ordering of variables through different paths, we have adopted this new approach. Efficacy of this heuristic has been established by comparing the sizes of BDDs obtained using our approach with those works reported in [2] , [3] and [4] .
There exist several pass transistor logic families, such as, CPL, SRPL, DPL [8] and single-rail LEAP cells [1] . Among these logic families, we have selected single-rail MUX like cells, similar to LEAP cells, for technology mapping. Single-rail LEAP like cells provide synthesis flow similar to standard cell-based logic synthesis paradigm. Decomposed BDDs are mapped onto three basic LEAPlike cells, as we commonly do in the standard cell-based approach.
Existing approaches used the number of cells as a measure of area and number of levels as a measure of delay. Using these two parameters as performance metric, results were compared with static CMOS circuits. Instead, we have modeled the PTL cells to estimate power and delay and compared the results with that of the static CMOS circuits. Our results have been found to be superior with respect to all the existing reported results.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, ratio parameters heuristic is presented. In Sec. 3, mapping a BDD to PTL circuit is discussed. Power and delay estimation in PTL circuits is given in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, detail of the algorithm adopted in our approach is presented. Implementation details and experimental results are given in Sec. 6.
II Ratio Parameter Heuristic
Recursive application of Shannon's expansion theorem [9] on a switching function results into a tree called binary decision tree, where each node represent a function. A binary decision tree then can be reduced or compressed into a graph called BDD, using several elimination rules [11] . The tree thus obtained will be termed as ordered if splitting variables always follow the same order along any path in the tree, otherwise it will be termed as unordered. It is known that the size of a BDD depends on the ordering of the variables. We have proposed the RP-based heuristic technique in order to construct reduced unordered BDD. The concept of RP was used earlier [6] , [7] for logic design using multiplexer networks. The RP is purely a functional property, which can be obtained from the completely specified minterm table consisting of only the true vectors of Boolean functions. The RP can be defined as follows: Definition 1: For an n-variable function f, the set of parameters 
Theorem 1:
If there is a k-group of size k in the on-set of the function, then we have a closed input at depth k in the tree representation of the function. Definition 5: The level of a Boolean node is defined to be how far it is down from the root node. The root node is in level 0. In a tree structure, the path length of a closed input (PLCI) at a given level is defined to be the number of levels it is located away from that level.
The basic approach of our RP-based heuristic method is to find a variable for the current level, such that a closed input is available at the minimum value of PLCI. If more than one variable satisfy this condition, then a variable among them having maximum number of closed inputs with minimum PLCI is selected.
III
Decomposition of BDD There exist two forms of BDDs; monolithic BDD and decomposed BDD of a Boolean network. A monolithic BDD is equivalent to two-level sum of product representation of the Boolean network, whereas decomposed BDD is equivalent to multilevel SOP form of a Boolean network. The disadvantage of decomposed BDD over monolithic BDD is that, decomposed BDD may have some redundancies embedded in it, whereas it is removed in monolithic BDD. However, monolithic BDD representation is not amenable to large Boolean networks, where the size of the BDD may blow up and processing such a BDD is computationally very expensive. On the other hand, if each node in the decomposed BDD is too tiny, then it involves a lot of redundancy, which may lead to inefficient logic synthesis. It is necessary to find out a reasonable trade-off between monolithic BDD and decomposed BDD. In the present work, we have used two techniques; first, replacement of all re-convergent structures into bigger components, and second, partial collapsing of nodes, such that Boolean nodes are neither very large nor very small but are of moderate size in our decomposed BDDs.
IV Mapping a BDD to PTL Circuit
After obtaining a BDD, it can be directly mapped onto PTL cells. One simplest mapping is to map each node in the BDD by a 1 2 × MUX cell. A MUX cell can be implemented either with nMOSpMOS transistors or nMOS transistor only. When the network is implemented using nMOS transistor only, then it uses more number of transistors than the implementation using nMOS-pMOS transistors, because it needs signal in both the input phases for each binary node. However, it produces good results in terms of gate areas [2] . Implementation of only nMOS network has one major limitation; the voltage is V DD -V T for output "1" and V SS for output "0". As a consequence, it requires restoring the voltage level at some interval in a long chain of pass transistors. This problem is sorted out in [1] using buffer based PTL cell library. The library consists of three function cells Y1, Y2, and Y3 [1] . Use of this PTL cell library has three advantages: (i) the cells take care of the level restoration logic, (ii) avoids the problem of insertion of buffers, and (iii) it provides the same flavor as standard cell-based static CMOS circuits synthesis. This has motivated us to use this library in our work. In the task of the technology mapping, BDDs constructed by our heuristic approach are covered using these PTL cells. We are to cover the BDD by PTL cells so that the total number of cells used is minimized. To do this, any optimal covering technique such as dynamic programming, genetic algorithm etc. can be followed. In our work, we have adopted a greedy approach for this purpose. In this greedy approach, the BDD is first mapped onto as many Y3 cells as possible, then onto Y2 cells and finally the leftover nodes are covered by Y1 cells.
V Power and Delay Estimations
In this section, we propose the models for the estimation of switching power and delay in a PTL circuit. For a given BDD of f, the transition activity ( )
α can be calculated [13] , recursively, by expanding it with respect to x i , say. That is ( ) 
dn out dn dp gp out
Here, C gp and C dp are the gate and the drain capacitances of pMOS transistor, respectively; C gn and C dn are the gate and the drain capacitances of nMOS transistor, respectively. f out is the number of fanouts and C int is the interconnect capacitance.
Calculation of Delay
Delay of a PTL circuit can be obtained by computing the critical path in the circuit. Once the critical path is found, total delay can be calculated from it as the sum of the delays in all PTL cells in this critical path. Now, delay in a Y-cell is Delay(Y) = delay in the buffer + delay in the largest path within the cell where, delay in the buffer ( buffer τ ) is given by,
Thus, delays in other varieties of Y-cells can be expressed using RCdelay model as given below:
where, n R = on-resistance of an nMOS transistor and p R = onresistance of a pMOS transistor.
VI Algorithm
We propose an algorithm to realize PTL circuits of arbitrarily large size. The algorithm ptlRP for the realization of PTL circuits is outlined below: 4.1 Visit every node in PTL circuit in depth first fashion. 4.2 Let the current node under visit be n. 4.3 Remove the buffer of n, such that n is not in the critical path and removal of the buffer does not increase the delay. 5. Stop.
VII Implementation and Experimental Results
The algorithm has been implemented on Sun Ultra Sparc 10 system having 256MB memory with Solaris operating system and C/C++ compiler embedded with STL and GTL of ATT. We have tested our algorithm with a number of ISCAS benchmark circuits. As these benchmark circuits are quite big (having large number of inputs and outputs), it is not possible to construct and manipulate monolithic BDDs for those circuits. A parser is written to store a benchmark circuit in multilevel decomposed form as DAG. First, the graph is transformed by replacing all reconvergent nodes to their corresponding single nodes. After that, partial collapsing is performed to get Boolean nodes of reasonably larger sizes. For each node in the graph so obtained, BDD is constructed with our algorithm ptlRP. After the construction of BDD, we have mapped the BDD to PTL cell library. Finally, removal of redundant buffers is carried out. Switching power and delay of the circuit realized are estimated using the estimation models presented in Sec 4. In order to realize static CMOS circuits, we have used the Berkeley SIS tools. The netlist is optimized using script.rugged command in SIS. Technology mapping is performed using 44-1.genlib and with the option of minimum area. Switching power and delay of the static CMOS circuits are calculated using the estimation models proposed in [10] . Value of transistor's parameters are extracted using BSIM3V3 model and for 0.18µ process technology as a particular instance. In our experiment, for all nMOS pass transistors, we have assumed the effective channel length as 0.18µm and channel widths as 0.54µm and 1.08µm for nMOS and pMOS transistors, respectively and the thickness of gate oxide is 40 Ẵ. Further, we have assumed 1.0V as the supply voltage (V DD ), 0.2V as the threshold voltage, clock frequency as 100MHz, input transition probability for each primary input as 0.3.
The approach proposed in this paper has been tested on ISCAS benchmark circuits. Experimental results based on the realization of static CMOS circuits using SIS tool, and PTL circuits with our approach are shown in Table 1 . In Column 2, 3 and 4 of Table 1 , the results of static CMOS circuits, area, delay and energy (power delay product) are shown. For the measurement of area, we have considered the number of transistors as the metric. Area, delay and energy of PTL circuits realized using RP heuristic are presented in Columns 5, 6 and 8 of Table 1 , respectively. Percentage reduction in delay and energy of PTL circuits using RP-heuristic compared to their static CMOS counterparts is shown in Column 7 and 9 of Table  1 , respectively. Delay is expressed in ns (nanosecond) and energy is expressed in fJ. From Table 1 , it is evident that compared to static CMOS realization, the PTL realization using RP-based heuristic is found to be better in all respects. We find that with respect to static CMOS circuits, percentage reduction in area, delay and energy, on the average, are 32%, 47% and 57%, respectively for PTL circuits based on RP-heuristic.
Unfortunately, previous researches on PTL circuits have reported their experimental results using different performance metric. To compare results on equal footing, we have translated our results to the corresponding parameters reported in those works and compared our results. Table 2 compares our result with that of [2] , where percentage reductions in area and delay with respect to static CMOS circuits have been reported without specifying exact values. In Columns 2 and 3 of Table 2 , percentage reduction in area and delay in PTL based circuits with respect to static CMOS circuits as reported in [2] are presented. Percentage reduction for the same according to RP-based PTL circuits is furnished in Columns 4 and 5 of Table 2 .
In [2] , [3] and [4] results were reported in terms of the number of nodes in synthesized circuits. Table 3 compares our result with the results reported in [2] , [3] and [4] . The number of nodes according to [2] , delay-oriented synthesis presented in [3] , area-delay oriented synthesis presented in [4] and based on RP-based heuristic of the present work are presented in Columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the Table 3 , respectively. It is observed that the experimental results based on our approach are superior with respect to the existing reported results.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we may highlight the three main contributions of this paper. First, unlike the existing approaches based on reduced ordered BDD, our approach is based on the RUBDD obtained using a new RP-based heuristic. RUBDD is obtained using the new heuristic called ratio parameters. As we have seen in the previous section, the sizes of BDDs are smaller in sizes compared to that of existing works. Secondly, the RUBDD is mapped onto LEAP-like cell library, which has the advantage of a small number of cells (only three) with at most two pass transistors in cascade followed by an inverter. This makes the technology-mapping step simpler and gives the approach a flavor of standard cell-based synthesis. Unlike the previous approach [1] , we remove buffers between two cells in the non-critical path without affecting the overall performance and thus achieving circuits with lower transistor counts and lower power dissipations. Finally, the LEAP-like cells have been modeled to estimate the delay and power dissipation of the synthesized circuit. As we have reported in the previous section, our results are superior in all respects compared to the existing reported results. 
